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performers
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From left, Heaven Lee, Pebbles Rhinestone and Bre von Buxxxom form the Diamond Dames burlesque dancers.
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t’s a Saturday night in late October and a bunch of 
women are at Sticky Fingerz taking their clothes off. 
With style.

It’s the first public performance for the Diamond 
Dames, a burlesque troupe that sprang from the Arkansas 
Pin-Up & Burlesque Society, and they’re taking the stage 
with a troupe of award-winning burlesquers from New York 
City called Dangerous Curves Ahead: Burlesque on the Go-
Go, which has stopped in Little Rock as part of its national 
tour. The gals strutting around on stage aren’t scrawny 
supermodel types found on a Fashion Week runway. No, 
these are real women, the kind you see painted on the 
fuselages of World War II bombers — they have butts and 
boobs and bellies, they have padding, they have curves and 
plenty of them.

And what they’re doing with them is very sexy.
The performers come out fully, often elaborately, 

clothed and proceed to gradually discard most of it. That 
sounds pretty straightforward, but it quickly becomes 
evident that burlesque is all about The Big Reveal. To do 
this well requires an exceedingly specialized skill set: The 
demure glance. The dramatic removal of gloves. Twirling 
and tossing items of clothing. High kicks in high heels. 
Bending over.

Honestly, it’s all very PG-13 — until suddenly it reaches 
what you might call PG-21, and there’s a woman standing up 
there in nothing but panties and a bra (or maybe a G-string 
and pasties) looking very pleased with herself. Sometimes 
there are tassels, too, and if she wiggles just so ... well, you 
know that scene from The Graduate? Yeah, that.

The crowd loves it, men and women both. And so do 
the burlesque girls, for reasons beyond that they get to bare 
some buttocks to an appreciative audience.

“The really great thing about the burlesque movement 
at this time is it’s about really great, confident women,” 
says Darlinda Just Darlinda (her real name, she swears) of 
Dangerous Curves Ahead after the show’s final number. “It’s 
a great American art form and a way to create a community 
across the nation and spread love.”

A big part of the appeal, Darlinda says, is that burlesque 
celebrates sexuality in a culture that tends to oppress it, 
especially among women.

“It says we’re awesome, that we love our bodies,” she 
said. “It’s powered by women.”

“That’s why the tour was put together by us,” interjects

I
Burlesque troupe lets women feel good about being glamorous ... and unclothed.

Dancers from the Dangerous Curves Ahead troupe recently performed at Sticky Fingerz. Burlesque welcomes women of all shapes and sizes and aims to make them feel like goddesses.

The night of burlesque at Sticky Fingerz was emceed by Miss Gay USofA 2010 Dominique Sanchez.
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Anita Cookie, whose tipsy stage persona was one of the 
night’s big hits.

“There you go — this is the community,” Darlinda 
says, sweeping her arm to encompass the dolled-up girls 
who had shared the stage, now converging for a post-show 
celebration. “You can drink together and you can laugh 
together.”

A week after the show the Diamond Dames are still flush 
with excitement. Sitting around a table at a Conway coffee 
shop in their street clothes, though, you’d likely just take 
them for any group of friends having a get-together. That is, 
until the conversation turns to topics like the best adhesive 
for pasties or how glitter just seems to get everywhere no 
matter what you do.

The mastermind of the Diamond Dames is Bre Schrader, 
who performs as Bre von Buxxxom. The other women 
prefer to answer 
to just their stage 
names: Heaven Lee, 
Pebbles Rhinestone, 
Red Rum, and Tia 
LaTopps.

The first thing they 
want you to know is 
that burlesque is not 
stripping.

“Unlike typical 
stripping, it embraces 
all body types,” says 
Schrader. “You can 
be thin, fat, tall, 
short.”

“You can eat!” 
says Red Rum.

“We tend to stay away from poles,” adds Heaven Lee 
amid the laughter.

As for the appeal of burlesque, Pebbles Rhinestone calls 
it “freeing.”

“I feel, in our society, you’re expected to be sexy but you 
can’t be sexy on purpose,” she says. “It’s pretty much the 
most empowering thing I’ve ever done.”

All of the Dames agree vigorously with Pebbles. 
Burlesque, in their eyes, is not simply about acting naughty 
on stage; it’s about celebrating the feminine, embracing your 
body, believing you are sexy no matter whether the societal 
standard for beauty says otherwise.

And you don’t have to do a burlesque number on stage 
to get those benefits, adds Schrader. It’s as simple as learning 
some basic makeup, hair and costuming tricks.

“A lot of women are at a loss on how to be glamorous,” 
says Schrader. “Once you learn how, it’s easy.”

To that end, the Arkansas Burlesque & Pin-Up Society 
has hosted pin-up parties, where they teach women how to 
achieve a retro-chic, sultry housewife look — without ever 
removing any clothing. The parties are usually followed by 
a photo shoot for the participants, though Schrader says 
they’re in search of a new photographer right now.

The parties help women realize “they can look beautiful,” 
says Schrader. “They can give the photos to their husband, 
their boyfriend, or keep them for themselves.”

Both burlesque and pin-up are Everywoman movements, 
the Dames insist. For example, the five members of the 

troupe range in age from 21 to 33 and include students, a 
writer, a receptionist, a theater instructor and a shipping 
clerk; three are married, all of whom say they have 
their husbands’ enthusiastic approval. They were 
all attracted by the idea that burlesque lets them be 
beautiful, sexy and flamboyant, and feel good about it. 
And the Sticky Fingerz show with Dangerous Curves 
Ahead reinforced all that.

“They were so supportive, so willing to work 
with us,” said Schrader.

“They definitely sealed the deal for me,” 
said Tia LaTopps, who is the newest member 
and didn’t take the stage in October. “I was 
friends with Pebbles and she’s teeny-
tiny, and I thought there was no 
way,” said Tia, who is herself 

full-figured and curvaceous. “But 
seeing the New York girls, I 
thought, ‘They’re gorgeous and 
they’re not perfect!’”

The calendar is full for 
the Diamond Dames in the 
coming months. They will 
perform with the Pretty 
Things Peepshow at the Rev 
Room on Sunday, Nov. 28, 
and they are auditioning 
to perform at LaVinnia 
London’s Nocturnal 
Cabaret in Memphis. On 
Jan. 28, they will host a Lady 
Gaga-themed show they’re calling 
Girls Gone Gaga at Pulse nightclub in 
Little Rock. There are also plans for more pin-up 
parties. 

Add to that twice weekly rehearsals and making 
costumes and building props, and burlesque suddenly 
becomes a full-time hobby. But none of these women seems 
to mind. The payoff goes straight to their self-esteem.

“It’s about being happy with your body after gaining 
however many pounds. And hearing all that applause!” 
said a beaming Red Rum, who in one skit played a rabbit 
that turned the tables on her hunters. “I was down to 
fluffy pasties and a bunny tail and the crowd went wild!”
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“I feel, in our society, you’re expected 
to be sexy but you can’t be sexy on 
purpose. It’s pretty much the most 
empowering thing I’ve ever done.”

— BURLESQUE GIRL PEBBLES RHINESTONE
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